
Bologna and Modena, at the centre of Italy on the 
move: more than 100 national and international 
connecting flights from the Bologna G. Marconi 
Airport and a well-developed road and rail 
network make these two cities the gateway to the 
Emilia-Romagna region and to northern Italy. 

Here engines have a name and surname. Ducati, Lamborghini, Maserati: 
lie men with bold ideas, who have made the history and have spread 
the name of Italy and of its motor vehicle industry in the world. The 
journey begins in the heart of Bologna where the Maserati logo found 
its inspiration and then continues, in the Mecca of Ducati, between the 
rooms of the Museum and the Factory, where the legend began.  
In Sant’Agata Bolognese the perfect synergy of art and technology gave 
life to the Lamborghini myth and the Enzo e Dino Ferrari Racetrack 
in Imola hosts some of the most important national and international 
motor events. In Modena, the myth of speed is an integral part of the 
local culture. Other than the most famous Enzo Ferrari Museum in 
Modena and the Ferrari Museum in Maranello, worthy of a visit are also 
the companies Maserati and Pagani, the Umberto Museum of vintage 
cars and motorcycles, the Stanguellini Museum, the Righini collection 
and those looking for thrills will also have the chance to drive a supercar 
at the Modena Racetrack. A rich calendar of events, including the 
MotorValleyfest, the Concours d'elégance Salvarola Terme Trophy, the 
Modena 100 ore Classic, Modena Wheels, the Red Night of Maranello as 
well as the Motor Gallery, attracts enthusiasts from all over the world.

Thrills, excitement... 
start the engine

Engines
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Bologna & Modena: 
a destination of contrasting balance

Think of a land where slow food and fast cars meet, where 
the most precious gems are revealed in uncontaminated 
and hidden places, where the rituality of gestures 
combined with the meticulous attention to detail produces 
culinary excellences, such as the Parmigiano Reggiano 
PDO and the Traditional Balsamic Vinegar of Modena PDO. 
Take an exciting journey with us, step by step, from the top 
of the Two Towers in Bologna to the Cathedral of Modena 
in Piazza Grande, a UNESCO heritage site, passing through 
the FICO Eataly World stands to the shops of artisans, 
whose careful hands have built the instruments that have 
made Bologna UNESCO City of Music. Then let yourself  
be captured by the roar of the engines. Follow  
a Lamborghini at full speed through the vineyards of the 
hillsides around Bologna as far as the Modena vinegar 
cellars. Be awed by the might of the Maserati horsepowers, 
the famous prancing horse of the red Ferrari, the inspiring 
style of the Pagani cars up to the renowned Ducati for two 
wheel enthusiasts. This new travel destination inspires  
you also from a naturalistic point of view; explore the 
endless landscapes of the green parks of Bologna and  
the white caps of the Cimone mountain, from steep slopes  
to mountain bike trials.

Bologna & Modena

How to find us
Bologna and Modena are easy to reach using  
the main means of transport. 

Bologna
    Bologna G. Marconi Airport
    Bologna Centrale Railway Station
    Motorways (A1-A14)

Modena
    Bologna G. Marconi Airport
    Modena Centrale Railway Station
    Motorways (A1-A22)

True beauty is only in the eyes of those who know how to observe. 
Observe, be amazed, welcome all the stimuli that the city can give you 
and admire the great open-air museum that Bologna holds. A historical 
and artistic heritage that displays itself between the medieval streets of 
the city with its museums, libraries and esteemed faculties, which, since 
1088, have increased the excellence of the Alma Mater Studiorum, the 
oldest university in the western world. Here is where one of the most 
important film libraries in Europe is located and where during the summer 
one has the chance of watching a film projected Under the Stars of the 
Cinema. Bologna also reveals itself among its small unspoilt villages and 
in the areas of new urban generation, in the most unusual and incredible 
places where modern art and street art are an integral part of the urban 
fabric. More than 40 km of porticoes, which have been nominated to 
become UNESCO world heritage site, for a city that always keeps up with 
the times thanks to those who, with creativity and passion, make it more 
and more unique every day. Numerous events of international standing 
have made stage sets in Modena, such as the Festival of Philosophy 
and the Festival of Poetry, but also ModenAntiquaria among the most 
qualified antique trade fairs in Europe.

Look, admire...  
fill your eyes with beauty

Culture



Discover

Bologna 
& Modena

Bologna contains all the multi-faceted souls that make it, since 2006,  
the UNESCO Creative City of Music. From the famous seasons  
of classical music, to the most important exponents of jazz and soul up 
to the works of art of the skilled artisans, who are able to create with 
their wise hands unique instruments, such as the Ocarina from Budrio  
or the finest lutes, contributing to making Bologna unique  
in the whole world and to be chosen as a prestigious destination  
by the greatest musicians of Europe, like Farinelli and Rossini, other  
than having also welcomed a young and already promising Mozart.  
Bologna is an attractive stage, which moves to the beat of the music 
groups of the 60's but lies, at the same time, on the timeless notes  
of Dalla, always with a strong focus on new and young talents  
of the contemporary music scene. Between September and October 
2020, 13 years after the death of Luciano Pavarotti, Modena will pay  
him homage with the "Modena Bel Canto" event: a rich programme  
of initiatives, which will culminate in the Verdi representation  
"La Traviata" in the Municipal Theatre dedicated to the great tenor.

Bologna offers a territory rich in incredible discoveries: for those  
who love walking or capturing the world on two wheels and for all those 
who want to take a break surrounded by the silence of nature.  
What you are searching for begins right here, between the paths and  
the natural wonders of what surrounds you, far from the beaten tourist 
track. Step by step, you will discover the colours and scents of the 
passing of the seasons, by exploring the plains, crossed by cycleways, 
up to reaching the mountainous territories of the Tuscan-Emilian 
Apennines, where ancient paths have been travelled since remote times, 
listening to the sound of one's footsteps and immersing oneself  
in a journey that goes right to the heart of nature.

Corno alle Scale is a ski area also chosen by the international champion 
Alberto Tomba for his training. It features 17 ski runs, an area equipped 
for snowboard lovers and two circuits for cross-country skiing (one 
for beginners and another for experts) so as to meet all kinds of 
requirements. The Regional Park contains the highest peak in the 
Bolognese Apennines, a massif of almost 2000 metres. Not far from here, 
lies the renowned Cimone mountain ski resort with 50 km of ski runs, 
connected with one another, equipped with artificial snow and served by 
modern and fast lifts. You can find tracks for all tastes: with challenging 
slopes for expert skiers or shorter and easier ski runs for those who love 
skiing in full relax. Special attention is given to children, with tailor-made 
courses as well as the new and equipped baby parks. One of the main 
new features is the modern Snow Park, which has hosted competitions 
at a national level, with fixed structures, fun boxes, big air and with  
all the necessary equipment to satisfy riders. And then cross-country 
skiing, ski mountaineering, dog sledding, skating and easy routes  
for snow-shoeing: nothing is missing.

Sing, play, dance...  
this is really where music is made

Challenge, resistance,  
the snow under your feet...  
take to the ski run!

Music

SlowWinter Breathe, listen to the sound  
of your steps... find a moment  
to be alone with yourself

bolognawelcome.com

Bologna Welcome Tourist Information Office
Piazza Maggiore 1/e – 40124 Bologna
Tel +39 051-6583190 
Email: incoming@bolognawelcome.it

modenatur.it

Modenatur – Incoming Tour Operator & DMC
Via Scudari 8/10 – 41121 Modena
Tel +39 059 220022 | fax: +39 059 2032688 
Email: info@modenatur.it

Bologna and those who live here believe in the genuineness of what 
their land produces and cultivate the taste of living well and of relishing 
life in the company of others, with the right time and without haste. 
The contagious chitchat that used to characterise the narrow streets 
and the porticoes as well as the great liveliness of the ancient taverns 
is the same atmosphere that is still found to the very day, in the typical 
restaurants, in the small shops packed with culinary delicatessen, in the 
only museum existing on the history of gelato, the Carpigiani Gelato 
Museum, in the Regional Winery in Dozza or in the largest agri-food park 
in the world - FICO Eataly World - where all the good and the best food 
of the Made in Italy find a home. Modena with its many PDO and PGI 
products is synonymous of good food. Visit the vinegar cellars where 
Balsamic Vinegar is born, discover how Parmigiano Reggiano takes 
shape, enjoy a glass of Lambrusco in the cellar, take part in a tasting of 
Prosciutto of Modena or in a cooking class, and take a walk through the 
colours and flavours of the historical Albinelli Market. It is precisely in this 
land that you will have the opportunity to meet taste experts, caterers 
and hosts, who have won great recognition by preserving and enhancing 
the local products and flavours.

Taste, relish...  
but at a slow pace

Food
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